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New York: Portfolio. Four sections, consisting of twenty-one chapters, makeup the book; additionally six
appendixes accompany the text. Additionally, writing should be in the active voice to reduce word count and
increase clarity. All chapters end by recapping the main points of the chapter. Quick and clear information
delivery is essential in the business environment; this means writing should be logical, economical, and easy
to understand. In general, each chapter starts with a writing concept, why it is important, and some guidelines
on how to apply it. A business that can do this can effectively communicate with its audience. He ends this
section discussing the use of graphics in writing. The focus of the next section is writing development. In
general, each chapter starts with a writing concept, why it is impor I had to write a review on this book for a
class: Introduction Good writing is essential to success in business. Green comprehensively applies these
points in the final section on common forms of business writing. Discussing techniques to better clarify,
summarize, and tighten the prose. As with all chapters in BBW, the lessons learned are reiterated as a 'recap'
on the last page and, as ever, in plain English. The recap, 'understand that your readers have no time to waste'
11 , further focuses the message of this chapter. In all respects, this book compares favorably to other similar
writings. Each covers similar ground, yet each letter approaches the recipient from a different starting place.
This is illustrated by two versions of the same message, a trick used throughout BBWâ€”'not this' e. Garner
Stephen K. References Garner, B. A much better and quicker read than a traditional textbook. The final
section addressed popular forms of writing, using all the concepts discussed. The readers who will benefit
from this book are not those who leave it on their desk or bookshelf but those who are willing to work on their
writing. Boston, Mass. All of the points are useful tools for effective writing, and should be used liberally in
the business environment. Writing, be it business, academic, or whatever. Garner similarly recommends
studying the psychology of the audience. Most importantly, don't be distracted by the titleâ€”this is a guide to
Better. Green does an excellent job explaining why these points make writing effective and how to employ
them. Schiphol Airport in Amsterdam is a short bus ride from home and the starting point for all of my trips
overseas. Even in this introduction he is evangelical, entreating his readers to adopt habits that engender good
stylistic habits xviii-xix. The recap at the end of each chapter helps reinforce everything discussed and along
with the appendixes, serves as a great place to look over when referencing the book. This chapter, like most
others, is brief only four pages , yet Garner's light touch is perfectly balanced and should engage even the most
disinterested of readers. HBR guide to better business writing. This review will serve to as a short primer and
critical analysis of this work. Finally, they should avoid common mistakes that make writing difficult to
understand, too long, or put a barrier between the audience and message.


